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We offer thousands of quality curricula, workbooks, and references to meet your homeschooling needs. To assist you in
your choices, we have included the following symbol next to those materials that specifically reflect a Christian
worldview.

Kristen Moody Science Classics One of the goals my husband and I set when we first had children was to
surround them with learning opportunities. We want them to love learning. We have not been disappointed.
They are also available separately. There are a wide variety of science topics covered including many animals,
plants, human anatomy and physics. Several of the videos weave in history lessons as well. All the videos end
with a discussion relating the topic to a Biblical theme. Though these are science videos, they are very unlike
their modern counter-parts. Each episode contains a variety of information that may not seem related at first,
but the relationship between the topics is made clear by the end. They always include interesting laboratory
demonstrations. Amazing things about each topic are demonstrated and explained. They are also not strictly
for children and never talk down to the watcher. My husband and I enjoy watching them and have learned
something from every episode. For example, we most recently watched Signposts Aloft. It was about using
instruments in airplane flight. It showed how pilots could fly without instruments in good weather, but in poor
weather the sense of sight is useless, and they cannot rely on their sense of direction. They did a very
interesting demonstration where a blindfolded man was spun around. He reported what direction he was
spinning. At the beginning he felt he was spinning in the right direction, but then he felt he had stopped and
was beginning to turn in the other direction. However, it was obviously false. This false sensation was
explained using a model of the inner ear. We duplicated this experiment at home. They also visited the site of
an airplane crash in World War II. Finally, the point was made that faith and science are not mutually
exclusive pursuits. Further, we need to have faith in the Bible, because sometimes life is like flying without
visibility, and the Bible provides us with the right direction. Over the years I have used these videos in several
ways. Occasionally I have pulled one out that relates to our current science study. Sometimes I have had the
children watch one for a science lesson when I was sick, or had something I needed to do. They really are that
good. Written by Kristen â€” Relaxed Classical Mom of 4. She blogs at A Day in the Life. An admitted
curriculum junkie, Kristen blogs about her homeschool experiences at Sunrise to Sunset
sunrisetosunsethomeschool. She also enjoys reading, crochet, and hiking with her family in her limited free
time.
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Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's fulfillment
centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products.

Media Moody Institute of Science Vintage Videos The Moody Institute of Science educational films series are
a collection of exceptionally produced vintage science films. These films take a comprehensive and holistic
look at several interesting phenomenons and creatures found in the natural world. Each topic is scientifically
explained which is then applied to creation - namely the Creator God. These films always keep on eye on the
future while remembering the lessons of the past and seem well ahead of their time. A Fish Family - The
complete reproduction cycle of the blue acara fish is pictured. Included are the processes of preparing the nest,
egg laying, fertilization, care during incubation, nursery construction, transporting hatchlings to nurseries and
guarding the young. Close family relationship of the blue acara is emphasized. Where everyone has a job. The
organized, efficient City of the Bees. Dust or Destiny - Fish that lay eggs on dry land. Birds that navigate for
thousands of miles without a map or compass. Bats that swoop through total darkness without the slightest
bump in the night. And learn how each of them gives fervent testimony to the fact that this planet was not
formed from ordinary dust. But from the loving hands of a living God. Electri Eel - The electric eel lives in the
fresh waters of the Amazon Basin. It can give an electrical discharge capable of killing a horse. This eel can
locate fish by means of "radar," then captures its prey by knocking it out with a violent shock of electricity. In
Experience With an Eel, Dr. The study of the electric eel helps to answer many questions concerning the
relationship of science and the Word of God. Empty Cities - This 30 minute video is well worth your time.
Watch for yourself this powerful history lesson and see why the cities and nations of the world have fallen and
are now jungles. Steel can float in mid-air? And witness a whole series of sophisticated scientific experiments
all designed to demonstrate some powerful spiritual truths, such as, what faith is and how you can have it. God
of Creation - A creeping caterpillar takes wings as a graceful butterfly. Flowers open their blooms before your
eyes. A twinkling point of light reveals a solar system millions of light-years away. This all-time Moody
favorite explores the power and beauty of the universe we live in. The same God who gave His Life for us on
the cross. God of The Atom - Energy, the equivalent of mass; a radical conception, key to the atomic age. But
it has caused a great revolution in scientific thinking. It means any object, a desk, a pencil, a piece of paper,
just any bit of matter represents an unbelievable amount of energy. Just look around you. Swim the crowded
ocean within a single drop of seawater. Marvel at a desert flower too tiny for the sharpest eye to see. Invisible
Forces - Dr. Moon demonstrates some invisible forces you cannot see but are REAL. Just because you cannot
see something does not mean it is not there. Journey of Life - Witness a fantastic voyage through floods, fire,
and storms. A valiant struggle for survival against impossible odds. All performed by a perfectly ordinary, yet
truly remarkable creation: This highly acclaimed video urges us to examine our lives. And to look beyond
present struggles to the promise of eternal life. Living With The Atom - The viewer learns about the discovery
of the atom, its structure, its energy, and tests with atomic and hydrogen bombs. Mystery of The Three Clocks
- The human brain. Of Books and Sloths - The sloth. One of the most misunderstood animals in the world.
Prior Claim - An unsuspecting insect is lured by a sweet scent. Suddenly the jaws of a carnivorous plant clamp
shut. Long before man invented traps to capture his food, these carnivorous plants were putting them to work.
Professor and The Prophets - Did the Bible prophets speak by divine authority or from imagination? What
chance do human predictions have of coming true and how do fulfilled Bible prophecies compare? Stoner
applies the principles of mathematical probability to prophecies concerning Babylon, Jerusalem, Tyre and
Petra and uncovers some amazing facts concerning the authorship of the Bible. Red River of Life - Step inside
the most complex factory ever designed. With thirty trillion cylinders. Signposts Aloft - A tiny plane is lost in
the clouds. The struggling pilot banks a turn to escape the dense cloud cover. His senses deceive him, telling
him the plane has stopped turning. So he turns harder. But the nose drops. Scientists use a "time microscope"
or a camera running at frames per second to help explain time. This film is worth it just for the fact that they
film drops of milk splashing in slow motion and put dramatic music over it. The elemental concepts of the
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theory of relativity are demonstrated. A science film about time and space. The marvels of science provide the
visible evidence of a Divine plan of creation. The Wonder of Reproduction - Defines the amazing
reproduction process in nature. Time and Eternity - Say, do you like mystery stories? The mystery is time. The
haunted house is space. In this true story, the ghosts travel at the speed of light Using a super high-speed
camera nicknamed a "time microscope" and a time-lapse camera, Dr. Irwin Moon teaches about time. The
reality of eternity is seen as a scientific fact. Ultimate Adventure - Scorching sun, danger, and injury. Dick
Ewing faced all of this and more when he became one of the first men to cross the vast expanse of the Sahara
desert on a motorcycle and survive. In Ultimate Adventure, Dick confronts a life and death struggle and a
dramatic "encounter" with God. Voice of the Deep - Have you ever heard a fish that croaks? Or shrimp that
clac? How about porpoise that moo? The "silent deep" is not so silent after all. Take a trip beneath the sea to
discover many strange facts about a little-known world. In Voice of the Deep, we see that a person needs not
only new ears but a new life to fathom the mysteries of the spiritual realm. Where The Waters Run - As a
roaring river, it rushes over rapids and falls. It drops from the sky in delicate snowflakes, and pounds the
ground in hailstones. It fills our ice trays and provides power for electricity. Water is the vital compound we
need for life. And how water rises in the trunks of trees, working against the pull of gravity. Windows of the
Soul - Can you always trust your five senses to tell the truth? Have you ever "seen" the odor of an onion? Or
known why dogs come running to a "soundless" whistle? Windows of the Soul answers these questions and
many more through unusual and entertaining experiments. Wonder of Our Body - Children learn about how
fearfully and wonderfully they are made. The complexity of the human body and the various body parts
working together is stressed. Wonder of Water - Children learn about the chemical structure of water and how
important it is to our daily life.
Chapter 3 : Christian Movies: Moody Science Classics
Find great deals on eBay for moody science classics. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 4 : Moody Science Classics | Awards | LibraryThing
Moody Classics, 19 DVDs. Hear about sales, receive special offers & more. You can unsubscribe at any time. The
Moody Science Classic teaches a literal 6 day creation.

Chapter 5 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
The films from the Classics series all have strong spiritual messages that are more the essence of each film than are the
science topics. Three DVD in the Moody Science Adventure series DVDs are oriented toward science instruction for
children.

Chapter 6 : New Children Moody Science Adventure creation Set of 3 DVD Classics Homeschool | eBay
Moody Science Classics One of the goals my husband and I set when we first had children was to surround them with
learning opportunities. We want them to love learning.

Chapter 7 : A New You Ministry - Revealing God's Way to a New Life! - Moody Science Vintage Videos
Moody Science Classics Each of these videos examines another marvel of nature and reveals how the wonders of
creation illuminate and illustrate an important gospel truth! Your family will want to watch these videos again and again,
and share them with your friends!
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How do series work? To create a series or add a work to it, go to a "work" page. The "Common Knowledge" section now
includes a "Series" field. Enter the name of the series to add the book to it.

Chapter 9 : www.nxgvision.com-documentaires : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive
In the City of the Bees, you'll learn how these amazing insects live and work. And you'll be amazed at the harsh law of
the hive, which has no place for sick.
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